How to Score Bocce

For State Summer Games Registration

**Step-by-Step**

1) Have the competitor stand in one end zone.

2) Coach will place the pallina at the 30 ft. line (half-court).

3) Competitor plays 8 balls.

4) Record the distance of the 3 closest balls to the pallina.

5) Coach will place the pallina at the 40 ft. line.

6) Repeat steps 3 and 4.

7) Coach will place the pallina at the 50 ft. line (opposite end zone’s foul line).

8) Repeat steps 3 and 4.

**Instructions on how to submit scores on registration**

1- All measurements need to be made from the center of the pallina to the center of the closest three thrown balls.

2- All measurements need to be done and submitted in centimeters.

3- To submit scores, add together the 9 closest distances to calculate athlete’s score. For doubles, two athlete and/or partner scores should be added together.